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Abstract. First, we will give a brief overview of the proposed multifunctional block 

parametric MAPSs, their subspecies of vector affine permutation ciphers (VAPSs), and 

show that to achieve the goal it is advisable to use the isomorphism of various 

representations of permutations (matrices or vectors), which act as the main and block-

wise, vector matrix keys. Modeling confirms the adequacy of the proposed block 

parametric ciphers (MAPS) with isomorphic representations of the MP of significant 

dimensions and blocks and their good characteristics, their advantages, including 

increased stability and enhanced functionality. The processes of crypto-transformations, 

generation of MP, main MP and turn-key processes, their advantages are clearly shown by 

a number of model experiments. The models are simple, convenient, adapted for multi-

format and color images, implemented by matrix processors, have high efficiency, 
stability, and speed. 

 

Keywords: block parametric matrix affine permutation cipher, vector affine 

permutation cipher, isomorphism of various representations, simulation, matrix processor, 

matrix key, encrypted, decrypted, methods of image crypto-processing. 

 

1. Introduction, analysis of recent publications, formulation of the problems 

 

In the era of electronic communications, the need to transmit and cryptographic 

transformations (CTs) specific text and graphic documents (TGDs) in the form of table 

data, 2-D, 3-D, 4-D arrays, drawings, diagrams, resolutions has essentially increased [1-
7]. In identification, biometric systems, intelligent management it is necessary to transmit 

in encrypted form a large number of various images. Many TGDs contain restricted access 

information that should be reported to government agencies, in a timely manner and in 

encrypted form, to transmit over communication channels, providing only authorized 

access, to certify their digital signatures. Authorized access many resources can be 

provided with appropriate technologies of cryptography and measures with the issuance of 

certificates and access keys. For such security purposes, methods and tools for CTs of 

images [1-22] and procedures and protocols for the formation of keys and their exchange 

[1, 8, 19, 23-24] are used, but among their variety [1-7, 22] only a small part is devoted to 

methods and algorithms oriented on matrix models [24-31] and tools. At the same time, 

the emergence of parallel matrix (image-type) processors [3, 21] contributed to the 

reorientation in the study of image CTs and the creation and models of matrix type (MT) 
[24-34]. That is why the search and research of new matrix models (MM) of CT, 

improvement of existing matrix ciphers and means for their realization are an actual 

https://mbox2.i.ua/compose/1995095012/?cto=%2Fjk8FURKFx9ZV6yNsJ7LqZyGfZCudA%3D%3D


strategic task. In works [25, 26] more generalized matrix algorithms for CTs of images 

and so-called matrix affine-permutation ciphers (MAPCs) [28] based on of more 

generalized matrix affinity ciphers (MACs), as modifications of known affine ciphers 

[27], were proposed. The results of simulation [24-27] of processes of CTs of color 

images [31] on the basis of such models have shown their significant advantages such as: 

greater stability, increase in speed. In work [26] on the basis of MACs the algorithm and 
the procedure for creating a digital blind signature (DBS) is proposed on the TGD, and the 

results of simulation. The results of modeling algorithms for creating a 2D key are also 

known [23]. Paper [24] is devoted to creation of DBS on TGD, but on the basis of other 

models of matrix type. One of the main components of MAPCs [28], is matrix 

permutation model (MM_P), which has obvious simplicity. Further application and 

improvement of matrix-type ciphers based on such MM_P is highlighted in papers [29, 

30, 32, 33]. Their basic operations are elemental multiplication, matrix addition and 

matrix permutation models (MM_P) with multiplication matrices. But the disadvantage of 

these works is the large size of the matrix keys (MK) and the lack of demonstration of 

their effective work with blocks in the form of matrices, which split multi-page data. 

However, as shown in papers [29, 30], the CTs on their basis, without additional 
operations, do not modify histograms of TGDs. At the same time, for most of the above-

mentioned works, there is a common significant disadvantage, especially for work related 

to MAC [27, 31], MAPCs [28] and the like [24-26, 30, 32-34], which requires the use of 

at least two MK, if implemented in models multiplicative and additive matrix 

components. Therefore, the search to improve especially the multi-step MAC, MAPCs 

[28] while maintaining stability and other characteristics, in order to reduce the number of 

MKs to one, and their experimental verification is a necessary urgent task. The emergence 

of parallel algorithms, and especially the matrices of multiprocessor means, requires the 

creation of appropriate matrix-algebraic models (MAM), matrix-type systems (MT) for 

CT. The promise of the MAM, its modifications for the CT is evidenced by the ability to 

check the integrity of the cryptograms and the presence of distortions in them [32, 34], 

increasing the crypto-stability and expanding their functionality for very specific 
characteristic histograms of scanned TGDs, as experimentally shown in [35]. The 

generalization of the MAM to a matrix-block view is necessary in terms of the versatility 

of block algorithms and independence on data volumes. Thus, the actual purpose of this 

section is the development of block modifications of the MAPCs with a minimum length 

of 2048 bits, with the possibility of choosing its parameters and cyclic or block keys of 

similar length, their simulation on real information objects (IO) and demonstration, 

evaluation of their advantages, characteristics and durability, application possibilities. 

 

2. Presentation of research results 

 

The CT algorithm for encryption based on BP_MAPCs consists of the following 
steps: 1) the partition of IO into blocks in the form of matrices with a dimension 2mx2m, 

where m = 4, 5, 6, ... and with element-bytes in a digital format that at m = 4 is equivalent 

to the length of the block 256x8 = 2024 bits; 2) the permutation of the bytes of each 

current block using the current key, which is formed synchronously from the main key by 

the selected procedure according to the parametric model, the argument of which is index 

of block, 3) matrix affine/affine-permutation transformations (MAPTs) of bytes in block 

using the current key, the same as on stage 2 or similar, but according to another 



parametric model, 4) concatenation of received blocks for formation of cryptogram of IO. 

The decryption process has the following steps: 1) decomposing the cryptograms on 

blocks, 2)  using MAPT for reversing of blocks based on the reversed current keys; 3) 

reversing the permutation of the bytes of blocks by current keys (vectors); 4) 

concatenating the transformed blocks into the restored IO. The steps of permutations and 

affine transformations can change and repeat in different sequences. Modeling of block 
parametric MAPC was done with Mathcad. Windows with formulas for modeling the CT 

of the image by the algorithm of block MAPTs are shown in Fig. 1-14. In the first 

experiment, a random permutation bitmap KPX (256x256x1) generated in any way is 

used to rearrange bytes in each kp-th block. The block is represented by 256 component 

VID vectors (C_VID) or C_M_V (16x16) with 8-bit levels matrices, and KPX cards are 

also isomorphically represented by vectors or matrices in the same format. This allows 

you to use them as keys for affine conversions. Current MK can be uniquely represented 

in the form of a matrix of M_V (16x16) bytes, which is either its parametric model and is 

used in the next stage. The essence of MAPT is to apply to blocks, as a collection of bytes 

(PIC_S, PIC_Doc images), procedures pixel by pixel modulo multiplication or additions 

by the corresponding 8-bit MKs (direct or inverse) of the same dimensions (KeyA, 
KeyAO or KeyM (qa), KeyMO(qo)), depending on the parameters and formation 

modules, which are shown in Fig. 2, 7, 9. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the simulation 

results of the processes of direct and reverse CT TGDs and images elements are 

confirmed the correct work of the models. 

 
Figure 1. Fragments of Mathcad windows with the results of CT modeling the block 

MAPC for block wich16x16 bytes. 

The cryptographic blocks processing is accompanied by the simultaneous mixing of their 

elements and their subsequent replacements, but, as it was shown by researches with 

histograms of images, TGDs and their cryptogram, shown in Fig. 1, for TGDs, in contrast 

to the image of a person, several iterative multiplications of the data (MD) on the MK Р or 

permutations to may not be sufficient, especially with the application of the same MK. 

Therefore, in order to improve the algorithm, we propose applying various current MKs to 



blocks and increasing the dimension of MK and blocks do 256x256 bytes. Thus, the idea 

and essence of parametric block MAP-ciphers of CTs consists in using the functional 

dependencies of their parameters on block indices and additional scalar-vector keys (VK).   

In this case, the MP in the generally accepted form should be square with N x N elements 

("0" or "1"), where N = 216. The power of the set of possible such MPs, that is, their 

number is estimated as N!, which gives huge values. But each byte address of a block can 
be represented using two bytes, indicate two coordinates (row and column) of the block. 

This enables us to represent any permutation with two blocks (256 x 256 elements) of 

bytes, putting in each identical address of these blocks the corresponding high byte (in the 

first block) and the least significant byte (in the second block) the coordinates of the new 

address of the byte selected for permutation. Show The Mathcad software module for 

generating the base (main) MK (MP) and the type of its components KeyA and KeyB in 

the format of two gray images is shown in Fig. 2. The histograms of images, keys, its 

cryptograms after each CT affine components of this MP are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2. The program module for the generation of the basic (head) MK (MP) and KeyA 

and KeyB warehouse views in the format of two black-and-white images (Mathcad 

window). 
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Fig. 3. Histograms H_KeyA and H_KeyB respectively components KeyA and KeyB MP, 

histogram H_CD after only permutation cryptogram explicit Im after only permutation 

(coincides with histogram Im), corresponding histograms H_CDa and H_CDm 

cryptograms after additive and multiplicative affine CT using the same KeyA and KeyB. 



 
Figure 4. A fragment of the Mathcad window with parametric models (formulas) of 

forward and reverse cryptographic transformations (pixel-by-pixel affine encryption / 

decryption and multiple permutations of block byte-pixels) and model verification 

formulas. 

 
Figure 5. Fragments of Mathcad windows with the results of the simulation of 

cryptographic image Im conversion using BP_MAPC: the original image (block), its 

cryptogram, and histogram of cryptogram. 

 
Figure 6. Fragments of Mathcad windows with the results of the simulation of 

cryptographic single-level image R1 conversion using BP_MAPC: the original image 

(block), its cryptogram, and histogram of cryptogram. 



 
 

 
Figure 7. Fragments of Mathcad windows with modules and formulas for calculating the 

entropy of image pixels and plotting a histogram 

 
Figure 8. Fragment of a Mathcad window with parametric models (formulas) of forward 

and reverse cryptographic transformations (multiple permutations of block bytes and 

pixels) and the formation of a stream-MK (larger-dimensional permutation) in an 

isomorphic representation, and model verification formula. 



 
Figure 9. Fragment of a Mathcad window with the results of simulation of direct and 

reverse cryptographic transformations of a block in the form of a gray image with a block 

parametric matrix affine permutation cipher. 

 
Figure 10. Fragment of a Mathcad window with parametric program modules of forward 

and reverse cryptographic transformations (qw-multiple permutations of block F bytes and 

pixels) and stream-MKs (larger-dimensional permutation) Akey, Bkey in an isomorphic 

representation. 



 
Figure 11. Window with parametric models of forward and reverse CTs of color image 

(multiple permutations) and of stream-MKs formation in an isomorphic representation and 

with parameters and verification formulas. 

 
Figure 12. The result of direct and reverse CT of block, in form of gray image PIC_colR, 

using models of multiple permutations in Fig.7. 

 
Figure 13. The simulation results of direct and reverse CTs of color image, using 

parametric models of multiple permutations in Fig.10.   

 



 
Figure 14. Histograms of components of color image (left) and histograms their 

cryptograms, obtained using the BP_MAPC models in Fig.3. 

The analysis of histograms before and after the CT confirms that the proposed 

models give better results. The TGD entropy was 0.738, and the cryptogram entropy 

increased 10.6–10.8 times and became equal to 7.82-7.999. The entropy of cryptogram 

has become almost equal to 8 bits per element: 7,999 (- 0.009 %!). Without knowledge of 

MK it is impossible to restore MD and, as was shown in [26, 28], already with a 

dimension of 32x32 MK of type P, the stability is ensured, and with dimension 256x256 

8-bit elements of key, gives a substantial gain (the power of keys set is estimated 2562 !!). 

The power of the set of possible keys has increased by many orders of magnitude!! 

Therefore, stability has increased significantly. For MAM, it is urgently necessary to form 

a whole series of permutation matrices (MP) from the main MK, which would satisfy a 
number of requirements. In works [36, 37], only the main MK of the general type was 

considered, but not the MP series, the aim of the work is to study the processes of 

formation of the MP flow for CTs of images, and to check their properties. And in [38], 

questions were considered of creating by the parties a secret main MK of type P with 

isomorphic representations and the synthesis of a number of sub-keys of a similar type 

from it, therefore they are not considered in detail here, but will be covered in the report. 

 

3. Conclusion 



  

New block parametric matrix-algebraic models and matrix affine-permutation 

ciphers for CTs are proposed and modulated. The results of their modeling are presented 

using direct and inverse CT scans over images as an example, which indicates their 

correct operation and effectiveness. The entropy-histogram analysis of the obtained 

cryptograms, the advantages of the proposed modifications of ciphers with an increased 
permutation matrix are shown. The aspects of creating existing MKs are considered. 

Models can be implemented on matrix processors and have high speed, stability of 

transformations, and are more resistant to attacks. 
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